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The legal sector’s affair with big data is evolving into a serious, committed 

relationship. InsideLegal’s Jobst Elster, who is a member of the ABA’s Big Data 

Committee, follows its progress from obscure conference keynote to this year’s 

buzzword and the driver of numerous innovative ways of delivering legal services. 

 Big data and legal:  

 from first date to newlyweds! 
BY JOBST ELSTER
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Back in January, I was asked by a US-
based legal publication what might 
lie ahead for big data in the legal 
community. At the time, I thought 
the dating analogy was very fitting 
to describe the different stages of 
engagement we (the legal community) 
had with our potential big data love 
interest. So while 2012-13 was what 
I consider the equivalent of legal big 
data’s first date—‘Who are you? Do I 
like you? Will I see you again?’—2014 
is the year law firms, legal vendors 
and corporate legal will seek a serious 
big data relationship and maybe even 
‘pop the question’ if things are really 
humming along.

The argument whether big data has 
a place in the legal profession is now 
moot. A growing number of law firms 
will initiate big data projects, most of 
them focused on business analytics and 
predicting future growth/revenue, some 
of them launched on the practice side to 
help increase lawyer ‘win rates’. While a 
handful of firms have branded big data 
information security and privacy practice 
groups, many others will join the fray, in 
large part due to an alarming increase 
of ‘Target data breach’ scenarios, and 
recruiting for top big data legal talent 
will heat up. My recent participation in 
Atlanta’s Big Data Week drove home the 
extent of the data science talent pool 
dearth … as every company I talked to 
was hiring data experts and analysts.

Beginning this year, firms will have three 
to five years to leverage big data as a 
game changer for valuing their work, 
better serving clients, and drastically 
reducing the risk related to bet-the-
firm decisions. Come 2020, big data 
will be commoditized to the extent 
that information access, modelling and 
analytics are assumed assets. Moving 
forward, the only thing that matters is 
how to use it to best serve and retain 
your clients.

The big data dating game
So as part of my ongoing quest to round 
out the legal big data story, I have been 
chatting up the legal community to get 
to the bottom of where we are in the 
big data dating game. My involvement 
with the ABA’s Section of Science and 
Technology Law Big Data Committee 
has given me access to a broader group 
of experts including data scientists, 
technologists and lawyers and corporate 

folks who are dealing with the ethics 
and information governance aspects 
of big data. In terms of the big data 
rubber hitting the road, I have talked 
to fellow big data observers including 
Manzama’s Peter Ozolin and PinHawk’s 
Bill Lipner who feel strongly that big data 
can serve a key role in helping firms to 
identify where their clients are at risk 
as well as which markets hold promise. 
Furthermore, we all agree that big data 
will help predict trends and produce 
big dividends, especially in the context 
of demand generation and business 

operations. UK IT Journalist Adrian 
Bridgwater, who I have collaborated with 
on big data content and predictions, 
correctly points out that probably the 
best way for us to appreciate that 2014 
really is the year that big data takes hold, 
grows up and becomes an integral part 
of our modern IT landscape is to look 
at those areas where we ourselves are 
contributing to the big data mountain, 
such as eCommerce, internet of things 
(IoT) and Fitbit. He refers to “big data by 
the people, of the people and if executed 
at the right level of analytics, big data for 
the people”. Our increased awareness 
of how big data is affecting everyday 
life (and we have not even talked about 
IBM’s Watson yet!) will sooner or later 
translate to our work environment and 
help us imagine how we can carry big 
data over to our day jobs.

Matchmaking angels
An increasingly accurate indicator of 
the realness factor regarding big data is 
investment in technologies and services 
that aim to meet increasing demand. 
Enter the ‘matchmaking angels’.

AngelList, a platform and inventor-
to-investor collaboration space for 
startups, is fertile ground for not only 
legal ventures but especially big  

‘2014 is the year law 
firms, legal vendors 
and corporate legal 

will seek a serious big 
data relationship  
and maybe even  

‘pop the question’ 
if things are really 
humming along.’  

– Jobst Elster
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inroads and getting the attention of the 
VC community. Other more established 
contenders like Lex Machina (moneyball 
for IP), Sky Analytics (Legal spend) 
and Manzama (big data for listening 
platforms and content aggregation)  
are serious business.

Other technology segments to look out 
for include big data applications, big data 
powered marketing, CRM tools, or fraud 
detection solutions as well as legal spend 
analytic apps that help law departments 
determine proper legal spend strategies. 
Another way law firms will start to access 
external data is through data-as-a-service 
providers, data aggregators that not 
only collect high velocity, high volume 
data from various sources, but also 
attach metadata to it in order to support 
filtering and sub selection. The likes of 
Manzama and Lex Machina are already 
doing this as are companies outside the 
legal sector like Relationship Science 
who provide a ‘LinkedIn on steroids’ 
offering that pulls in millions of external 
data points to enhance users’ business 
development contacts and the value of 
these connections.

So when reflecting on my original point 
that legal is engaging in a more serious 
big data relationship, I encourage you 
to be on the lookout for anything from 
serious hand holding to extremely sappy 
romantic interactions. Also, before you 
turn your head in disgust at the extreme 
public display of affection (PDA) take 
a closer look and envision yourself in a 
similar scenario ... either a brand new 
relationship with major promise or an 
established one that will blossom thanks 
to the big data flame.

Jobst Elster is InsideLegal’s head of 
content and legal market strategy. He 
brings extensive experience in market 
analysis, market research, public 
relations and product marketing to 
the legal industry. He has served as a 
legal market strategist for the last 15 
years, advising companies entering the 
legal market, involved in mergers and 
acquisitions, and expanding operations 
overseas. Jobst regularly writes and 
speaks on legal technology, technology 
innovations and futures, legal marketing 
and big data. He is a member of the 
ABA’s Big Data Committee and its 
newsletter editor. He can be reached at 
elster@InsideLegal.com or via  
Twitter @InsideLegal

Moneyballing legal
Let’s get back to the ‘moneyball’ value 
proposition – levelling and redefining 
the legal playing field with metrics, 
visual analytics and predictive patterns 
based on past legal outcomes and trial 
scenarios. Startups like Judicata (legal 
research via big data); Ravel, Picture It 
Settled, Juristat and Jurispect (visualising 
big data for predictive case and trial 
outcomes); MineCRM (big data contacts 
and context), and Counselytics (legal 
agreements via big data) are making 

data-type bootstrappers. At last glance,  
the AngelList included 500 legal vertical 
startups with an average valuation 
of $4.3m and 725 companies in the 
broader big data analytics space. 
According to Matt Turk, a partner at 
FirstMark Capital and the organizer 
of the wildly popular Data Driven 
NYC events, analytics has been a 
particularly active segment of the big 
data ecosystem spanning spreadsheet-
type interfaces to timeline animations 
and 3D visualizations. In legal, much 
of the early activity, starting with 
how we initially frame the big data 
conversation, has been focused on 
analytics, predicting future outcomes 
and business changes based on data.

While the aforementioned legal startup 
phenomena and related potential (and 
‘legal saviour’ personification) has been 
well documented, the startups focused 
on big data-type data and visual 
analytics, legal spend, research, and 
various ‘moneyball’ scenarios are for the 
most part still flying under the radar. 
And to be honest, with most law firms 
looking across the street to see what 
their rivals are doing, keeping potentially 
game changing big data technology 
or predictive analytics approach under 
wraps, is understandable.

‘An increasingly 
accurate indicator of 
the realness factor 
regarding big data 

is investment in 
technologies and 
services that aim 

to meet increasing 
demand. Enter the 
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– Jobst Elster


